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. Wbat do we know about inservice education from pest research?

' .

Wbile.the literatuils in reading contains numerous descriptions of in-

)

service programs, little research has been conducted on it.. tven though the

_research has been sparse, it has produced same interestink 'findings.

Austin and Morrison (1963) conducted a nationwide survey which exaMined

ways school systems have attempted to increase teacher Ipowletge and improve;/'

teacherperformance in reading instruction. The investigators concluded"

Abet mew improvements in programs in reedit* wei.e needed. Their

recammendatiops included the following: (1) that teachers be provided

released time; (2) that participants be inyolved in pl,nninuthe program;

(3) that group size be limited; and (4) that case studies and audio-visual

.,sids be used to make the learning more realistic.

Angther study by Adams.(1964) attempted to analyze teacher responbes to

ato

a -questionnfire designed to diecoverteachersi inatrUctional needs in read-

Jug.. Two hundred and sixty-eight, -randomly selected teachers from fitty-two

randoMky selected scboole_in FlOridayresponded., The respondents identified
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28 areas im which greater urlderstandihg was needed. The, greatest need

occurred in diagnosis and treatment of remedial reading Problems and ways to

meet individual student differences.

In an attemPt to develop guidelinesVor improving preservice and.in-

service training, Smith', Otto, and Harty (1970)'surveyed 225 el,mentarY

Reiponses were cla self ed on the basis of each respondent's
6

teachers.

present teaching level (Primary for. intermediate). The researchers found

that Primary teachers were,more satilfied with their pres ervice training

than were intermediate teachers. They also diacovered that teachers with

More years of experience rated their preservice educationpagher thEl(less,

exPen!nc ed teachers. This finding may reveal the inadequaa/ otretrospect-

ive research techniques more than anything else...In the same studi, the

areas of greatest felt need vere in agreement with Adams! (1963) findings,

i.e., Providing for disabled readers and meeting individual instructional

needs

. The growing body of literature in reading indicates that comprehensive

reading Programs at the secondary level should include reading instruction

ineuhdect matter areas. Howirier, most secondary teachers have not had
J

preserv ice training in the teaching of reading. Smith a nd Otto (1969)

.conducted a personal reading improvement course for'secondary teachers. The

stated PUrpose was to improve the reading apilities of the participants.

The investigators also feltP however, that the course w01144d be a way to con-
/

ince seconder/ teachers that reading instruction ia'aPpropriate beyond

ementary level. The techniques used by ,the teachers td improve their uwn

reading skills could be aPPliedle the seicondary claseroom. NiAkteen junior

Ihe participak senior high school teachers volunteered for the ,Feurse. ants

\
were pretested with a standardized reading test-end an attitude inventory.

.

The inventory assessed the teacher& attitOdes toward reading instruction in

4w
-'tha.Content areas. The saTa-kpentory was used in a post iest_along with

le

another.form of a standardiIdj,eading ,test; The participa nts scored hfgher

3



on the postest in reading ability but there were no positive changes in

attitude toward reading instruction in content Areas. This finding seems'

to illustrate that unless teachers are given specific instructional tools

to be used in a cicssroom content reading instruction, they will not ohange

;their reading attitude toward reading instruction in that area. One week

after the conclusion of the course, however, thirteen Orticipants indicated

on a gmestionnaire thet they felt they were better able to improve students'

reading because of the courec. Eleven reported they were now willing to

include reading instruction in their instructional programs.

Most of the research dealing with inservAce programs in reading

describes inservice projects with elementary teachers. It has been recom-

mended by Moburg (1972) that research efforts in inservice education be

expanded to includd programs and problems in reading It the s

Nevertkletess, some research conderned with elementary school

reaJed findings per 1:-nt to secondary school reading programs.
5

ondary level.

Etchers re-

Goodacre

and Clark (1971) compla :c1 the responses of Scottish and English teachers of

first and second gra e students. These researcher's questioned the teachers

on classroom practice, professional.preparation and teaching probJems and

inservice requirements in reading. The results pf this study revealed that

47% of,the Scottish toachers and 21% of the English teachers claimed that

they were dise isfied with.their preservice training while only 15% and

10% respectively'expressed satiefaction.. In identOying topics o.f interest

for inoervice work, the majority requested aid in desditg mith retarded

readers.

In a report iihich reviemed teacher training in reading instruction.

Narrio (1973) identified reasons fOr the failure of 'some inservice nrograms

as follows; (1) lack of pereonal involvement on the participants; (2).a

passive role for the teacher;*(3) lack of feedback to p3rticipants..abot

what they could do tc better-their efforts; and, (14) purely verbel:cUtcome,

,

4With nothing concrete (i.e., useful instructional Materials or teaching
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LoWuJic;uou and ) to take back to the classroom. Harris cited a

number of recent trends as having promise for the Amprovement of ineervice

training. They include clarification of objectivtes to be achieved, and

efforts to develop .valuatiq procedures which measure kraliaedge and practi-

cal competency.

Why As there a need for teacher ihservice education?

Importance of the teacher

A
Authorities point to the important role of:the teacher in teaching-

reading. Harris (1973) cites the announced failure.of many federally funded

projects for raising Ahe.reading performance of the disadvantaged (including

Title I projects and performance contracts) has demonstrated again the

inportence of the teacher in the inatructional process.

In the area of reading instruction the teacher has been identified as

the crucial variable in the success or failure of the program. Moburg

(1972), in an intensive analysis of inservice education, identified import-

ant assumptions with regard to teacher success in reading instruction. To

a great extent the quality of the teacher's professional preparation

determines whether the teacher will be successful. A teacher's preparation

should consist of a continuous program of inservice instruction es well as

preservice course work. Regardless of the quality of preservice programs,

the'latter are inadequate to maintain the teacher on the job.

The changing role of the teacher

Thole is much confueion about the role of the content teacher in-

teaching reading. The cliche, "Every teacher a teacher of reading," has

been interpreted lz" content teacherc to mean the teaching of An entire

curlculum of reading skills ae the reading teacher would do (Herber, 1970).

t..ontent tt!iachees already.laden with pressures to 0:Tend their own curriculum

have rejected this role. Rerb7 believes that content area teachers are

right in thair rejection of this "readinPteacher" role in their approach to

tbeir studentel preblems in reading and undqrstanding theke text. Rather,

5
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he invites teachers to employ en integrEted approach in.which the teacher

teaches the reading skills as they re needed for the studont to read and

understand tha content of their textbooks.

There is a need for a whole new strategy in teaching reading
through content arena, a &trategy that uees what we knou about
the direct teaching of reading but ndopts that knowledge to'

fit the structure of and responsibilities for the total
curriculum in each"content area. (Herber, 1970, p. 11)

Im

The need for teaeher irservlce training if, especially evident Ohen

he teacher is being asked to be more.than an/Information dispenser". The

-.ichers' role in teaChing reading isohanging and the teacher must 16;Itt
,

equipped 'to meet the changing role. H' is challenged to emphasize the

means for-acquiring, interpreting and using knowledge independently.

Indeed, to make his students "independent learners," as Herber suggests,

the teacher must be shown how to do these things.

Whether the learner is ,a student or his teacher, the learner
must be shown how to perform the behavior requested of him;
admon tions will not bring about the deSired change. (Herber, i

1970, . viii)

Many educators believe that reading instruction is most effective

uhen it is integrated into the curriculum, i.e,, when the nc4ma1 subject

mat.ter of the school curculum is the content of the integration and

reading as a language activity is the process of the integration. Although

the teaching of reading and evaluation-of proficiency in content areas are -

at present not well developed there are thOse who believe as Niles suggests

that:

Ws are thoving gradually to
taughtlaainly in the snbje
materials and regular daily
never have been otherwise.

Accordin to Herber (15'69)

rd a
t field
less
(Ni

me when, reading will be
with regularrcontent

s of the coure. It 'should

es, 1965, p. 36)

ntent teacher has two major

responsihiIit es with respect to the curriculum. First, one must teach-
.

content.(i.e., a specific boai of knowledge). This content includes infor-.

mation which stddents acquire and concepts which are formed from seeing the

information and its sets of relationships. Secondly, one ml t teach Process

6
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(i.e., the reading and thinking skills necessary to acquire the information

and apply the concepts);

The content area teacher is principally concerned about the information

and concepts contained in his curriculum. Nevertheless, the teacher also

can teach students how to acquire the information and ideas from an assigned

*
selection. To do this, however, theteacher must carefully examine each

assinment in the text to determine the processee by which the students

obtain the information and form the concepts. The content teacher can then

show the students how to; apply those processes _hyhas identified.) The

apparent conflict between the teaching of subject matter and the teachinr

-1cf reading is not a conflict at all if one views reading as a means and

not as an.end. Reading is a process) through which the ideas of a discipline

are learned.

Specific assumptions underlie this perspective of the'rinture ana.

purcose"of reading in content areas. These assumptions are:

L. The teachers in subject matter classrooms are interested in

practiealsolutionotheirstudents' problems and in practical methods
1

to increase their own efficiSncy.

2. Students,ne&I varying amounts of help ranging from the develop-

ment of basic skills in reading to the formulation and appliCation of

abstract Concepts.
-

3. Eanh c'tudent possesses different styles and abilities witth regard

4L) "the reading-to-learn,process" (the reading and thinking and other

activities necessary for the acquisitien and application of content).
\

4. The needs of students can be met if instruction is designed to

meet-their needs;_their needs are not net accidentally or incidentallY;

5. Tne most logical Place to provide needed instruction is in the

subject areas in which the students' necdo are manifested.

6. The most logical person to p'roVide thib instruction is the

teacher of the subject in which the students are experiencing difficulty.
4
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7.: "That the content of mnto'rial determinee the procesa by which it

is read. That is tO any, tbe ideas to be acquired dictate the manner in

which the reader should reapond to the matexinl to ensure their acquisition."

(Herber, 1969, p. 3)

8. There should be a simultaneous teaching of content and Proceas.

Thi; ehould be done by guiding students in the application of process so

that they understand both it and the content.

9. For integration of reading into the secondary curriculum the

subject matter is the content of that integration and reading as a languag^

activity is the process of that integration.

These assumptions state and restate the idea that when we talk about

the integration of.reading into the,secondary curriculum, we are saying

that the normal subject matter of the school curriculum is the content of

that integration and reading as a language activity is the process of that

integration. This fusion of content and reading makes inservice programs

for the subject matter teacher in the secondary school of extreme Import-

ance because the,content teacher is at-the cutting edge of the fusion of

content ,ana reading.

Inservice programs for the content area teacher should prepare the

teacher to meet the challenge of their "changing role".and integrate the

,teaching of reading with content.

- Lack of Preservice Education in Teacher Training,

When teachers are graduated from accredited institutions and awarded

ctate certification it is often assumed that they possess at least minimal

understanding of how to teach reading. Research indicates that this

certainly is not the case! Roeder and Eller (1973) cpnducted a study to

ascertain the number of-fOur year colleges and universities in the U. S.

that required education studenti to take at least one teaching of reading

course. They received usable responses from 860 schools which offered

accredited elementary sequences and 972 from secondary education schools.

E3
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At the elementary level !lie, rogvitvcd tit 1^wet smo nniltoo iii roe/14110 put

at the secondary level 80Z of the colleges and universities did not require

)

a reading methods course. At the junior high level 70Z did not require a
.

reading course.'

It is interesting that as early as 1961 the Harvard-Carnegie Study

recommended "that a course thin basic reading instructiOn be requircd of 'all

prospeytive secondary teachers," (Austin, 1961). Unfortunately, as the

reEcareh indicates, it appears that the colleges and universities which

train propeCtive teachers have done little to implement necessary steps to

prepare the secondary teacher to meet the continuing needs of their

students in reading,

4 ,The certification boards of states as well as colleges, must assume

much of the desponsibility for the lack of preparation of seconds.ry teachers

for the task of teaching reading. A study of state certification require-

ments conducted by Bader (1975) determined the extent to which states

were requiring secondary teachers-to take reading courses. The results

indicate that 35.:Z of the states require secondary reading preparation for

certification. ,Although this figure is far belowxwhat is desirable, it

does show an encouraging trend when compared to.the earlier findings of

Estes and PierceY (1973). Bader asserta that the number of states she

fonnd.that required secondary reading courses "is an increase of 100

percent over the study completed in 1973,"'(Bader, 1975, p. 237). It is

interesting to note that the 1975 stu4 reportedtthat 55% of the state

certification boards either.have or are considering a reading requirement

for secondary teachers. The 'Bader study seems to indicate that the state

boar , are uoingto the increasing demand for accountability in the

area o reading.

Assuming Ilhat tir teacher shortage is over for some'ti5r.corme,
A

time is right for uurading professional standards to undergraduate

preservice programa and improving state Certification requirements'. Local

9
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school board's can and ahoeid bit'nu mntn Aninntivo In nVV"Intthont

of only cinalifiA teachers. Hopefully, then, the tenching

professlonal celd not be embarrassed by ilndihgs such as those

of a study by Geeslin and York (1970-71). The Cindings of

thisrtudy Indicated that some teachers assigned to inservice

"ossessed only Minitum functional literady skills themselves.

The evidence also revea14,that Some Paryticipanta in toacher

traiping institutes functioned at reading levels that were barely

literate. These findings indicate the necessity for strict

evaluation of persons completing prenervice teacher training and

applying for.state teacher certification.

Summery and Conclusions

The importance of inservice training, especially for

secondary teachers, is clear. In view of the-need for inservica

training it becomes inereasingly important'that the inservice

be exemplary in nature. Those ip positions of leadership in

inservice workehops shouldslearn from itudies of past training

and design workshops which truly meet the needs of the partici-

pants.

We have established that.teachers a@ well asstudents must

be shown "howto" do what is expected of them. They must become

personally involved with the learning task. They must also be

provided with adecluate time to prepare concrete matexials for

use in their'classrooms. After the initial use of materials

and ideas encouragement should be given to field test the ideas',

40.
activities, and instructional tools in classroom set.tings. The

ideas,_instructional tools, and activities 'should be evaluated

by students and l'eachers. Appropriate changes ahould be made

when they are.needed.

t"--



Inrrtrvice education Nhoul4 provfdt, rtinmolld from ft praetical

point of v'ew for the classroom teacher to put forth effort lo

prepare th _. inntructional toels apd activitien. Ono effective

way thin can be accomplished is for the instructors to domonst-are

c 'model" behaviors in the inservice training they wish the

tcicherm to inzorporate in their individual classrooms.

The remainder of this papeir i descriptive and.evaloative
A \

study of an inservice workshop iLc)i the authors feel to be

ei:emplary in nature. The worVS op was designed to train teachers'

ts integrate the tesching of reading into the secondary school

cerriculpm.

!lore specifically this study will explore the effects of

the application ofse fcstrategies of teaching reading in

content area classes ese strategies were taught amd the

resulting tools designed in an inservice workshop. A primary

objective of the study was to discover through opinionnaires,

4
observations and self reports, the effect of teaching.reading

in content areas on teacher preparation, teacher diagnosis of

students' abilities, changes in teacher attitucils, an& students'

attitudes toward this integration otreading into the content

rrea class.

Specific questions which we will dbal with' in this report are:

l. What Will teacher and student attitudes be toward the

integeation of reading in the content areas?

2. Will teachers be better equipped to diagnose students'

strengths and weaknesses in reading the material of

their subject after a Workshop dealing with the

integration of reading into thefecondary curriCulum?

3. Will teachers be bettor prepared to meet the indivi4ual

needs .of the students inlhe acquisition of skills,.



vOcabulary, and conceptu'of subject matter areas after'

the innerVice workshop?

Strategl,!P for IntegratitE Reading in the Secondary School'

In thia section the literature and reuearch dealing y th

particular strategies used to integrate teading in the

curriculum will be reviewed.

In identifying thene specific strategies we do not mean

to imply that they are the most important or the only tools or

strategies available. Rather these particular strategies

were specifically evaluated at the conclusion of the workshop

therefore, it is felt that their description at this point in

the study would be helpful. Many other strategies for integrating

reading in the content area were included in'the workshop.

Zieteen titles of the teaohing-learning modules containing

different strategies are listed later in the actual escription

of the inservice workshop.

Stud ide.' Content and process are the two important

elements in the curriculum. As,defined earlier, content is the

informntion, ideas, and concepts which make up an area of knowledge

while process refers to reading and thinking skills necessary

to acquire the content. Some reading.authorities believe that

improved understanding of content and facility with process is

an objective of student learning and to acComplish this objective

a student must.be guided by some structure which stimulates an

understanding of content and an application of process. The

development and use of sudy guides is as much a philosophy o

teaching as.a specific teaching practice (Earle, 1969). They

can guide the simultaneous development of skills and concepts,

in the classroom, Under the direction of the regular teacher.

They are applied to regular course content and texts with

12
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students exhibiting all ranges of abilities.
;

....,

.
The literature indicates that study guides have proved

4

i'Valtiable in.;various.ways.s Earle (1.969) teported 'that both ,

. -, ,, . . .

_

teachers and:students rac..t, bly to their use in a uma

school in a ruralarea of cential New York. Durrell (1956)

*
reported 'improved comprehension and retention and increased

_

interest and attention to study tasks when study guideakwereI

ubed. On a standardized test measuring, plv9ic8 content,' Berber

(1964) found statisticall significant differences ln favor

'of students who used study guides: In cotments On this

stydy,'Eerber stated:

t

Above average students; in advanced classes, can .

benefit from instruction in reading related to their
subject content. There is more to reading than
recognizing words, identifying and memorizing facts.
It is at the more sophisticated levels of performance
that instruction.is needed. (Herber, 1964, p. 275)

Sanders (1969) discusses the contribution of study guides
,

to social studies learning. in a class,of poor readers. Be

jound the guides espeCially helpful' to students with reading

problems. These studies seem to Indicate that study guides

can be helpful to both advanced readers and students with

reading problems.

Experts in reading have identified many purposew.,for
4

spdy guidesk. _Some uses of the study guides were summarized

in a report by Vine (1967). According to this author there

are four major purposes: First, they provide guided pia-ctice

on skills needed to acquire information while,,simultaneously,

providing guidance in the development of concepts; secondly,

they provide for a range of ability and achievement levels to

. meet individual differences; third, they help develop thinking

abilities; and finally, they guide stuients to independence in

applying reading-thinking skills and formIng concepts. Another
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purpose not mentioned by Vine is,that study guides heliteachers
k

provide directed, organized, and integrated instruction relating

reading'toAsubject matteT

Earle (1969) eurve

terials.

the task of the conitruction.and utile

of study guides., ng to Earle one must first 751Yze the
. .

assignment for content. The teacher must deCide what information

to emphasize. Earle lisiSfour questions that should be

considered in this analysisr (1) Is it significant to the

discipline? (2) Is it interesting to the,student? (3) Is it

broSdly applicable outeide the discipline? (4) Does it have

potential for attacking problems and issues of the present and

futuref (Earle, 1969) Another question not mentioned by Eailz

!but Amifi1 ;itHciterreclAtitstudyipii.desAsL,Mhati54.011%450:CiO

should be eiCluded-from the guide? what inforMation in

a lesson is relatively useless, out pf date information, or

not pertinent to theztopic of the guide).

The secotkitask to be accomplished in preparing S study

guide is to analyze the assignment for process. To make this

analYsis a teacher must identify.how the material is organized,

determine what reading-thinking ikills-dre-necessary to under-

lie

stand the material, and answer the question of what people do

with the information.

;.

To analyze an assignment for process a teacher could also

describe the information in terms of patterns of organization.

Niles (1964) identified four organizational patterns which

occur often: simple listing of details uhder a main topic,

cause andlIffect (relating specific causes to specific effects),

comparison and contrast, and sequence or time order.
, / .

After the content 914, process of an assignment have been

-4

identified, the teacher needs to consider the content and prOcess

in relation to the students' abilities and achievement levels. \
14
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147:

0

The study guide should Provide differing amounts of assistance

1
depending'upon the compe tency of the, students and the difficulty

4 'a

of the4aterial.' Some Students would work only on Level I. .

.

,/

oompreheneionquestions. Others would work on Level II interpre-

"
on or Level III sWication, depending upon their need4-syr----

# .

----
.isistance and their ability to underatan1 the material. This

differentiation of questioning according tO reading-abilitiert

f the students.can lead to a more successful learning,
.1*

experience.

'structured overview. A tool for teaching reading in the

content area wbicli attemp ts to prepare students.for.newlearning

is the structured 01.7015tw. Eates and his colleagues (1969)

, described it as a visual and verbal presentation of the key

vocabulary of a learning task. The basic purposes of the structured

overview are to: clari fy the teacher's instructional objectives,

and_provide stUdents with an idea framework within which, they

can mpaningfully organize information.

Earle (1969) Presented Ohe following set of directions

for construction of a structured overview: (1) select every Word

that you intend,to use that you feel is neceimary to the stUdeuts'

understanding of the materials to be presented; (2) take the

list of words and arrange, rearrange, and add to them until e

you halm a diagram which shows the relationships that exist

among the ideas; (3) display the diagram and explain to the

students why you arranged the words as you did. Estes (1969)

studied the use of thatructured d'verview and two other methods
.

of introducing a readin 8 selection to high'school sti,..,:enta. The

-three methods considered were the use of advanced orginizers,

the use Of the structuied overview, and the use of purpose

questions. This researcher concluded that (1) under certain 15
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retention to a greater extent than advanced organizers or purpose

questions, and (2) under other cliFcumstances the structured

overview appeared to facilitate.learning and retention in a manner

similar io the advanced organizer.

/Skills teaching. The purpose of vocabulary skills teaching

is to increase the students' abilities to derive meaning independently

fiom unknown or little knoWn words. Skills teaching consists of

direct instruntron in the analisis, pronunniation, and determination'

ofineanings of key words or terms. Many af the terms designated

bY use in the structured overview woula be used in skillsteathing.

The necessary word analysis skill,.whether it is contextual

analysis, structural analysii, 'dictionary tiaiie or any of the'

other skills, ifyised to teach the students new vocabulary. For

P
-examPle, as teachers 'refer to the structure of words, students

p knowledge about atructure which they can applY independently

-

when confronting unfamiliar terms.

Vocabulary extension .exernises. Many studies indicate the
t

value of emphasiiing the teaching of vocabulary,in content areas

(Haeselris, 1968; Fowler, 1965; DeBoer and Wbipple, 1961).

Vocabulary extension exercises provide guided opportunities for

the student to increase his-grasp of word meanings, and explore

and verify relationships. Same types of vocabulary extension

exercises include matching, word puzzles, exercisesvtategorizing

' exercises, building words, unscrambling.words, and word associations

exercises. The poesible types of vocabulary extension exercises
4

are unlimited. (See Herber, 1969).
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C1o7e test. An secure** evaluation of students1 eippetencies
, 6*

for the reading task is important in establishing realistic

possibilities for the individual student as well aft the entire
.2

Class' The cloze procedure was developed by Taylor (1953) End

is Wed upon the psychological theory of closurer/wThis theor);

states that a person wants to'complete any lang age Pattern which

4
is pot .complete. In the case of the cloze tes the language

pattern is a passage from which every nth word wasomitted.

Thegreat ease and sPeed with which oze tests can be

constFucted make them ideally'suited as mess R,R. of a btudent51A
ability tofeed and comprehend the'material. The clote test ,

.

is con \ ructed by selecting approximately 260 running words from-

the text of a specific subject-matter field. The first asiltence

is printed in'its entireti: Next, one of the following five ,

Words 14 deleted, ThisZelestion of every-fifth word is continued

until fifty blanksAre made. ,The last sentence is followed with

a complete, unmutilated sentence. The student is requi

fill in

red to

blanks with words 'that make sense. This test is easy

to score and interpret and is,a valid measure of a student's

ability to .comPrehend eke text. ,(Bormuth, 1967)

This.briof description of'the instructional tobls is provided

merely to present the reader With some information about the

instructional tools and strategies discussed in the workahop.

the research reportedon the tools , nor the descriptionNa.ither

of the tools is meant to beicomprehenoive.

Ineervice Pre!krem

The inservice prograM which produced the instructional tcols

uf this study wag held at MO ntevideo High School in the 11:06(ingham

lytietY School System in Virg inia. Five high sChool teachers and

one Junior high teacher participated in the two-phasa program. . 1 7
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The participants,were all volunteers 4nd receive,Ccollege credit

lox the first phase of the program and could !elect college

credit or fthaijilre±mbursment for the second'phase. The

instructor fOr,hoth phases was a oollege reading teaChat.

The first phase of(the workshop waSilconducted'during a

sixren-'week peribd from January4lay, 1975: This phasd oflhe.

workshop designed to inform the paticipants of basic

of reading iipoi

or'

strategies necessary to integrate the Xesc

2 ,

the secondary school curriculum. No specifi teaching Skills

have be ideutified as.yalid'orgappropriate for the training
,

,

of teaches ,po integrate reading in ihe secondary curriculum.

Hovevever, Herber and Sanders (1969) have identified series
-,

,

of teaching skills which lead to higher levels of stude4 access
<

in subject matter classrooms. The work by these researchers is

suggestive of someolthe specific skills secondary teachers cen

use for intergrating the teaching of reading with Subject sidtter

a content. These skills can be taught in inservice.workshops

Since the woFk by Herber and Sanders.was exploratory and since

it has beenauggested by Ottd and Erfason (1973) that.the

specifid naedsof a teaching group be identified by assessment

zedures the skills for this workshop included a wide range
g

of techniqu s considered appropriate, to successfully teaching

reading'in seCondary school clasSrooms. The following set.of

objectives rere those present3-4 #0'inservige partiCiPan'ta:

(1) locating and using professiona1ingormationi2) reoognizing
egi

.

and teaching word perception skills, (3),specifying ?'114tructional

objectives, (4) locating, and usiug appropriate instructional_

Materials, (5) using appropriate classroom organizational techniques,

(6) recognizing sound Components of secondary reading programs,
.

(7).sating reasons for the necessity for teaching reading,in

aubject mater clawooms, (8) relating reading and language 4 8



to subject matter materials: a definition, (9) assessing

student reading competencies, (10) constructing and using .

study guides0(11) organizing dad using a .pertinent

framework, (12) using individual and'uthall group reading

assignments, (13) recognizing,end teaching vocabulary skills,

(14) using affective goak.... in the reading and content classrooms,

(15),recognizing and teaching comprehension skills; (16)

identifying #eading versatility as a pertinent instructional

goal. ,From this descriptive list cif'objectives, participants

were given an opportunity to 'master ten to twelve of the most

Important. Importance in this instance was determined by the

participIntS in light of their own teaching strengths, weaknesses,

andior preferences. These instructional objectiveé and the

accompanying materials were used to guide the partickpants through

a series of learning activities. While it is not possible to
*

4

describe each instructional activity in detail, it is possible

(to describe the components used in every instructional unit.

Each'instrustional unit contained the-foKlowing set of instructional

objectives: formative tests; a varietypf learning activities,

i.e., readings, lecture, discussion, demonitration, cassette

tapes, and films; a series of mastery or performance activities;,

and student evaluation of all aspects of the instructional unit.

During the first phase of the workehdp,the participants were

introduced to the basic, b' ec...ves and related descriptive
nr

materials. In addition.to th instructional units, other teaching,

.strategfeEk were used tSintrode the students to the basic concepts
-

contained in the instructional unita. They included lecture,

demonstration,'groUp discudpion, role playing, independent reading

and study, individual conferences with the instructor and guided

practice. A heavy emphain this portion of the 4.7orkshop was ,

placed upon the instructor d4monstrating in'his,presentationsthe
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techniques the participants were' to use and evaluate in their

clessrooms. This in fact was one of the basic vquirements

-.for all participants in the works/IOC.' They had to field test

the basic teaching tocls discussed and demonstrated in the

A
werkshop in their clasotoOnt

A

In an effort to ensure maxidum application of the basic

skills acquired in phase one of.the workshop, a.second phase

was,cenducted. The second phase.of the worksho0 was designed
-

toprovidetheparticipantstimeandguldancefok:constructing

' the educational tools to which they were intr ced in the

first series:

To some extent this is in response to Heilman's (1966)

observation that teachers are not able to assimilate all of a
4

group of techniques and ideaS to which they'are exposed when

;many conlgts are introduced. Fkom our point of view it does

'not seem reasonnble to expect application of new ideas'and

concepts without further Practical, guided effort on the'part

of the teacher and the workshop instructor.

This second phase of the workshop was held.during a

three-week period in June, 1975. As stated earlier, there

were six participants, five who taught at the high school and

one at the junior high level. The junior high School teacher

taught emedial reading. Three of the five at the high school

level we e Engl teachers, while one taught French and one

*was a dIstlibuti e education teacher.. All had participated

in the first phase of the-workshop. However, some had not

4.

macte7:ed all the necessary techniques for desigrng the teachitg

, .

tOols wh wich ould be developed in phase II. At the beginning:

of this phase therefore, the participants reviewed their

rroficiency in the use of skills needed for integrating

reading instruction with subject mattek. The participants -
2 0
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rated themselves on.their ability to prepare appropriate

instructional tools. Even though this activity of evaluating

participants' knowledge.i generalky related to Aaron's (1965)

idea:of inNtolving participants in establiahing the goals of

an inservice workshop, it is more directive'and precise since

it provides the participants with an opportunity.to assess their,

/

own knowledge-related to specific substantive areas before

determining their goals or objectives. Table. I shoWs the re ults

of the teachers' evaluation of their proficiency to'perform1 the'

specific tasks

i
aught in Phase I of the two part workably).

.,

<,

Vs

TABLE I

SKILLS AND COMPETEaCIES ACQUIRED
IN PHASE I OF THE WORKSHOP

(Frequencies)

Skilla and Competencies

A ,
\
\

Construct a -61oze test 4 1

1Construct a gl'o 3up reading inventory 2 1 6

reading test 1 6

Use a readability formula 2

/2

2 6

Use a srandardiZed

,

Perform a content_analysis 2 0 6

/

Perform,a procegs analyais 4 2 0 6

Csnstruct a study guide, 5 1. 0 6

Develop a structured overview 4 / 2 0

Cano-Do Can t Do Not' Sure Total

'Plan and prepare vocabulary extension
gxercisea' 1 1 6

MO3 participants reported that they haul acquired some skill in

the use,of diagnostic instruments, i.e., cloze test and group

readIng inventory. Participantc indicated a lack of confi nce

with pre-designed instruments; suc4 as.readability formu as and
21
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standardized rea(4ng tests. This may be explained by the fact (

that the objectives of the workshop were focused more on the

deilign and construction of instructional tooltand.-not the

use of pre-designed inotruments. Nearly all participants

indicated that Phase I had provided them with competencies

needed to construct'study guides and related tools which was.,

i6'fact, one of the major objectives of Phase I of the workshopt

The information gained from this self-evaluation checklist was

used to asSign independent work on instructional units and

guided won't( 4iih the instructor to gain neded competencies.
0

a

The jointly determined group goals of the second phase

of the workshop included: (1),the development of instructional

tools that allow the teacher to differentiate reading assignments

accerding to students' abilities; (2) the developm4nt of tools

to determine students' competencies to read the textual material;

-(3) the development of skills of 'performing content analysis of

textual material; '(4) and the develcpment of skills in performiag

/process analysis on textual material.

;The workshop was individualized in that each participant.

/ set individual priorities for the development of special tools

by ranking them on a "1" (most important)sto,"5" (least important)

scale. The priorities in terls of workshop activitiesi)were the

instructional tools they developed during Phase II of the workshop.

Table II reflects the ranking of the participants' choices.
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TABLE II

RANKED PRIORITIES OF PARtICIPANTS
FOR THE WORKSHOP -

Final Ranking Rank Score

"\Constinct study guides for use with the text you use
in class ,

0
' 6

Prepare vocabulary'extension4exercises 17

Develop structured oveivievs .19

Construct group reading inventory for study skill
assessment 26

Construct cloze tests for 'Student Assessment and *

. placement 26

Tfie final ranking.for.the five activities was determined

by taking the rnking indices (1-5) item in the priority list

and multiplying the ranking by the number of participants who

pelected that zanking. For example, "Construct study guides"

raiiked.'1 by 6 individuals.. The rank score for that item

then was 6 (1 = 6 6). Therefore, in the table the smaller

rank score items were rated as higher priority by more

individuals.

As the table indicates,\all participants reported the

.)

construction el:otudy guides as being most important. The

participants rated ehe construction of other instructional tools,

i.e., structured overviews and vocabulary extension exercises as

Moderttely.important. Of least importance to the)participants

as an objective for the workshop-was the construction of

cloze test and group reading invento-zy.

Individual conferences with the instructor and per-Acipants

were held throughout the workshop. The first such individual

conferences-vere held with each of the particApants to set 2 3
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goals'for the workshop.

//
/survey VIs were used as a basis fo

making for each of the participants.

The actual teaks of the.worksho vere acomplished

tesuis of the Vi6

discussion.and decision/

through both individual and group' w . The Participants

designed instructional tools for use in.their sub ecematter

( .

areas. TIle group shared ideas'thro gh discussion and through

some preliminary evaluition/of the instructional tools they

red. Both 1ndivid9al and grou0 work was guided by the

ihstructor. Lectures were given as a review of bike concepts.

They were aisio used to introduce new material 'te'the participants.

47,rief eval,Astive commentiCby the instructor also served as a

springboard for improvements in the design of the instructional

tools.pilso the instructor used the instructional techniques,

in his own leahing that were recommended for use by the parti-
.

cipants whenever possible. This provided excellent examples

for the workshop group in "how to" design and use Ole instructional

tools. The participants were given'inactice using strategies

-for integrating reading in the curriculum by working together

on textual material to analyze it for content and process.

At the conclusion of the workshop each participant VAS

9

asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the workshop progrgm. A

-1
series of evaluation questions were provided by the workshop

instructor

activities.

to-Aamaluate

to guide participants in their evaluation of workshop

However, the participaats also had an opportunity

any aspects of the workshop in an open ended manner.

S r/e

A S
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The Evaluatioa_of the W9alcshop

In order ko evaluate the effectiveness of both Phase I and II

of the workshop four evaluative activities wile prepared and imple-,

mentsd. To aetermine the impact on teacher attitude tonrd

integrating reading into their Subject matteF material, a* attitude

scale was administered befoh-e the workshop-and after the workshop.

SecondlY.--the Participants designed evaluation fOrms to measure the

teacherlefreactions tO the study guides and other instructional tools

after they used them in the clasaroom. Also the workshop panicipadts
4

4
prepardd evaluation forms to assess ètu4nt reactions to the study

1

guides after they had used them' in the assroom. Finally, the

teachers were asked to'. spond in writing to a-series o: questiohs

related to the workshop%\ At the same time they were invited to make

comments related to any aspect.of the workshop in'an.open-ended manner.

.The questions the participaqts were asked to, respond in Writing

were as follows:

1. Was Phase-,II of the workshop boNpful?

2. Were you able to develk relevant instructional tools for

classroom use?
.

3. In terms of your individual goals were you ble to meet

the priorities you set at the teginning of the,workshop7

4. As you gained insidhts during the course*kof the workshop

did any of your priorities change? Did you add any to your 'list?

5. Was there ample opportunity to review the skills and

competdmcies you acquireevuring Plangse 1 of the wor4cshopOP

The atO.tude inven4ry used to measure changes in teacher

attitudes toward integrating reading
.14

administered in the beginning and at

The4Most favorable possible response

in the secondary curriculum was

the end of the inservice training.

was a score of 70 and the Most

.unifttrorable poszible response was A ecore of lL. The

25
average
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score for the workshop partinipants was 15.. This is, lor fill pruct.in

purposes, a neutral response and suggests_that aVhe beginning of the-

workshop participants were nsitheropposed to or s portive Of the
A

IV,

.integration of reading into the secondary *urricu1u1i., Certainly, it

indivates no strongly held position of the importance of their role

es one which involved development and utilization of reading,strztegies.

Whin the partitipants were surveyed at the conclusion of the

work'shop, the .average score was 56. This was a shift in attitude

ahange and represents a more positive understanding of the relationship

between the use reading skills and studente ?opacity to grasp the

textual material of content areas. More specifically, the procedures

in assessing the participants attidue was as follows. A foUrteen-item

attitude inventory (see'Appendix I) which'makes use he Likert

method of summated.rating was used to measure chang teacher
r

-

attitudes-toward integrating,reading in'the secondary curriculum.

The'instrument was designed by Otto "to measure the direction and

intensity of teachers' attitudes towareaching of reading in the

contentareas of the secondary curriculum." (Otto, 1969* p. h9) The

attitude inventory was administered to all participants in the work7

shop on the first day of the inservice training and again at the'

conclusion of the training.

The attitude imentory makes useof the Likert scalingteshnieue

which assigue a scale value to each of the responses. Weights at

5, h, 3, 2, 1 were assigned 8 priori to the response choices for the

positive items (items 2,3,14,9,11,13, and lh) and weights of 1,2,3,h

and 5 were assigned to the same choices for the-negative items

(item3 1,5,6,7,8,10, and 12.) In this inventory for measuring changes
..,

in teacher attitudes toward integrating reading in content:Areas,

there are seven pOsitive and seven negative items. The following

values from the attitude seale are revealing:

2 8



14 X 5 - 70 (most favanaLiQ A...upamea)

lh X 3 1 (a neutral responica)

14 X 1 m 14 (Most unfavorable atiitude)

The scores for any individual will fall between 70 and 14,\, above

irattitudes tend to be favorable and below 42 if attitudes tend to

"Lot unfavorable.

As mentioned previously, there wan a shift from a p -workahop

score of 1 to a post workshopsscore of 56. The shift is in the .

positive direction and indicates that the participants at least recogn.

nize the importance of integrating the.teaching readinealong wibh

subject matter.

A eight-item questionnaire (Appendix II) was used to obtain

student evaluationB of the teacher-developed study guides: The ques-

t tionnaire was constructed by the participants in the inservice work-

shop. The questionnaire wps administered at the completiOn of each

unit for which study guides were used. The student responses were

anonymous.

The student evaluation questionnaire is-both closed pnd open

form. Respondents were asked to evaluate:the study guides by responding-

either "yes" or "not to six evaluative statements concerning.the study

guides. In addition, students were encouraged to provide suggestions

1

for imprAing the study guides. These unrestricted comments further

pinpointed strengths and weaknesses in the guides.

The students' evaluation of the teacher-developed study guides

re extremely positive regarding the kolpfulness of.the guides and,

in general, the skill of the teachers In developing the:guides. Tabre

depiets_the students' responses to questions about the studi guides.

Approximately 150 guides mere evaluated although the.number varies

froM question to question since students did not always respond to

every question.
2 7

43:
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TABLE I

STyDENT EVALUATIONS 0F STUDY GUIDES PERCENTAGES)

Items. Yes No
4

1. All questions were clearly stated. 68.1 11.9

2. All words in the questions were s

familiar to me. 81.8 18.2

3.N.I found it easy. to fin&answers to the #
questions in the %%mitt 91.0 9

4. The vocabulary exercises helped me"
understand.the reading material. 92.4 7.6A

5. The level of'difficulty of-the
questions was realistic. 90.1 , 9.9

6. Did the study guide help you understand
,the assignment. 94.5 5.5..
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The construction'techniques of the study guides are reflective

of a diagnostic attitude toward teaching-learning developed in the

workshop. For example, questions (2) "All words in the questions

were familiar to me.", and M. "The level of difficulty of the

questions was realistic." evaluate the teachersv ability to diagnose

the competenciea of their students and use this"diaposis in developing

study guides which are appropriate for their students!

The students' evaluation of the Study guides indicate that most

of the teachers diagnosed their students competencies accurately and

they reflected this diagnosis in the construction of study guides.

81.8% of the students indicated that.the teachers used words in the

questions that were understood by them. This suggests that the

teachers were able to adcurately identify the reading levels of their

students and use this knowledge in constructingothe guides.

A larger percentage (90.1) of the students indicated that the4.

revel of difficulty of the questions was realistic. A typical

comment about the difficulty.of the study guide was: "It was just

right. I could not find the answer8 in a.big hurry". Obvj,ously,

the students felt the study guides wereNdestgned dt appropriate levkls

of difficulty.-

It is instructive to recognize the negative percentages for

questions (1) arid (2). While low they seem to suggest that teachers

uere not alwaya careful to select words within the vocabularies of

their students and state the questions clearly. Bost of the students'

who responded "no" to question (1) indicated in their written comments

that they did not understand the questions because 'the words used were

too difficult. Typical comments included: "I don't get all the words,"

and "it had sane hard words in it."

Question (2) reflects the same problem and shows the need for

being extremely careful in the selection of words for questions.

29/
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It should be noted that interpretation of these "no" percentages is

complicated by the fact that some of the'study guides were designed

for a French class. In fact, one French student indicated that he

should have been familiar with the words when he stated: "I had to

look up a few sor but I should have known them." Many students who

responded positive to questions (1) and (2) made comments similar

toNthe student who observed: "I liked the questions-they made me thin0.
4

Items (4) and (6) indicate almost total consensug among students

as to the Nalue of study guides in enabling them to better understand

the content area material. 92.4% of the students felt that the vocab-

ulary exercises helped them to understand the reading material. Some

typical comments about the use of vocabulary exercises were: "They

, definitely helpedl"; "It made, the story easier to understand. I wish

you would do it all the time."; "Yes, it helped a loti"; could

read without looking the words up."; and, "It made it more interesting."

Nearly 95% of the students indicated that the study guides

helped them understand the assignment. oThe positive responses of

students were reflected in such observations as: "I think the.study

guides helped ipke things clearer"; "It made you think about what

You read"; and, "I like them. They help you with important things."

Certainly the very positive,evaluation reflected in all items but

especially in items (4) and (6) indicate that the studentsi believe

that guides are extreme/7 helpful in understanding content area

reading material.

Herber (1970) has identified one of the, major outcomes of

integrating reading with content as enabling students to become "inde-

pendent learners". Throudlout the students' comments about study

guides references were made .6 the fact that the study.guides made

the studentg think. The comment Of one student clearly shows the

value of Study guides in directing etudents to use knowledge
. .

3 0.
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independently. The studhnt observed: "you get more out of things

that you find out by yourself than when the teacher tells you

-whilt it:As." Another student indicated that he enjoyed being

encouraged to think for himself. He commented: "I think the

study guides are good because we had to think more about the

story and ouraelvei."

-in evaluating the study guides there was marked agreement

between student and teacher evaluations. Table I/ reports the

rank ordering Of the teachers' evaluations of twenty three
-

._.:

different study guides.
-..

The teachers' form for eValuating study guides (See'Appendix
,

. . ,

III) was designed Sy'the workshop participants. It is a climed'fotm

, Opinionnaire which elcicits responses to,fourteen questions...

Respondents cheCk "1" (strongly agree), "2" (agree), "e_lunderiain),
40:

"4" (diettgree), or "5" (strongly disagree). the questions were

devised to evaluate'how adequately each study guide covered

the basic objectives of the-guide as well as whether or not it

postessed the salient features of a well -Constructured guide.

The teachers responded to tilis queetionnaire after each study

gdide had been developed and uied. The teachers' form for,

elialuiting study guiatis Was tallied and giiien A rank score.

The final rank adore was determined by taking the ranking

index (1-5) iiem and multiplying the ranking by the number of

participants Who selected the ranking. For example, if 6 teachers

check item I (strongly agree) for a given question, the rank

score for hat question will be 6 /1 x 6 Each question

received a separate rank score. The questions were placed in

rank order according Wtheir rank sCore.

In Tablell,)the reader will find in the eXtreme left

hand *Olumn nal'ranking for theltems: The rank of (1),
Winetie thi.higheit agteetent imong-the tenchéts-while the



twit( ot (14) Ind."1140e. the, 10.4.4,a ow.uv.weitt.. Ine J..

parenthea is indicates the number of teachers that selected

that ranking for a particular item. -For example, item one

shcam 13 beside rank one (strongly agree), 8 (agree) beside

rank two.and (2) beside rank three (uncertain). This indicates

that the teachers' "strongly agree" that 13 of the study guides

coura 8ed active involvement of the students while 8 "agreed"en

and 2 were "uncertain."

6
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TEACHER'S EVALUATION
OF STUDY GUIDES

Final Ranking

1. The study guide encouraged acti
inliolvement of the students.

1(13) 2(8)

2. Study guides enabled the students
to be mare independently successfu
readers than they would have been
Withouestudy guides.

3. The study suide'encouraged positive
attitudes in the students. 1(12) 2(11)

4. The content analysis uncovered the
most essential material.

3(2)

2(10) 3

5.5 The directions were complete and
clear. 1(7) /(16)

1(10) 2(12) 3(1)

5.5 The words used in the questions
were at a level comprehensible
to students.

7. The vocabulary extension exercises
were designed so that the students
could gain an understanding of the
words without over-use of a
dictionary.

8. The process. analysis helped
identify the reading, listening,
and discussion activitied
necessary to acquire the infor-
mation. 1(8) 2(12) 3(3)

9. There was a sufficient number of
questions. 1(7) 2(12) 3(4)

10. The content analysis enabled me ,)
to identify the most important
subject matter to teach. 1(6) 2(12) 3(5) 4

11. The levels of questions were
properly differentiated. 1(6) 2(12) 3(5)

1(7) 2(16)

1(10) 2(10) 3(2)

4

4

4

4

4(1) 5

12. The study guide identified the
words the students did not know. 1(9) 2(7) 3(5) 4(2) 5

13. There vas sufficient variety in
the way the study guides were
developed. 1(3) 2(13) 3(6) 4(1) 5

14. Assignments reflected different
learning styles. 1(1) 2(8) 3(13 4(1) 5

(33



in the construction of study guides. Host of the.teachere state

-.that thair guideareflected accurate content ifiNvais. However,

me.teachers indicated uncertainty about their pro41ciency in

rforming content analysiaon some material. This may suggest

a lack of experience in identifying essential material a

shortcoming which could be overcome with contiliued'use and

construction of guides.

Item 5.5, "the words in the questions Were at sglevel

comprehensible to the studentsi" reveals some diaparilty when

compared with item (2) of the students evaluilion, "ail words'

in the questions were familiar to me.l." The c!"..b.chers'll agreed

that the words used in the guides could be understood by their

students. However, nearly (:)% of the students_stated4hat some

of the words were noi familiar to them. This,Auggests-thht in

preparation of guides teachers Must be careful to select'Oords
:1!!'

their students know and understand. Also, tedAers.464d use

etudent evaluations to improve-the particuladreides in'which

vocabulary problems have been identified.
. r

The teachers recognized the importance Of perfoPkprocess

analysis, i.e., identification of the read* and anking skills

necessary to read and understand the mat4ial, 10 constructing

study guides. Item eight depicts their agreeMen w1th regard to

the importance of process analysis in identifying the reading,

4

listening, and discussion activitiea necessary to acquire the

information.

The teachers expressed least consensus regarding items (13)

and (14) which evaluate the guides ability to meet the needs of

students varying learning styles.

In addition to the structured teacher's evaluation form, par-
ticippts were asked to write a narrative evaluation of the in-ser-
vice workshop. These evaluations were without exception extremely
possitive about the value of the workshop. Participants were asked
to respond to specific questions related to the workshop.

34
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In answering these questions, which were enumerated above, all

the teachers stated that Phase II of the workshop was extremely

helpful and was the logical follow-up to Phase I of the

workshop.

In evaluating their development of instructional tools

for use in their claserooms the participanie expressed Satis-
.

faction with their work. One teacher constructed.cloze tests,

structured overliews, informal reading,inventories, and study

guides for all nineteen chapters of his textbook. Others,

wile wer not this productive', did feel they accomplished a

44
gr t deal and that they were prepared to continue the development

of inetructional materials on their own. As one teacher stated:

I can now devise materials with ease and confidence,
on my_own, to meet specific needs of students.

The participants were asked to evaluate, in terms of their

own individual goals, whether or not they meet the priorities

they set at the beginning of the workshop. Some felt that they

had met all their priorities while others stated that time

limited their accomplishments.. As one teacher observed:

I haVe developed several of each of the major instructional
teols to be used in my own instructional areatly only
regret is that I was unable to work up these reading skills
tools for alk-of my courses. Time limited me to two course
preparations.

Another participant evaluated his work in this way:

I established priorities along the lines of. cloze tests,
group.reading inventories, structured overviews and
study guides. For one course, Mass Media, I met all
priorities and feel ready to give addidonal help in
reading absignments in this class. I also prepared a
cloze test and several study guides for material in a
second English Course; although, I did not complete all
steps involved ip outlining this class, I feel that I
have made a valUnble beginning both with it and with
applying a similar method to other. courses.

The participants were asked if they changed any of,their

individual priorities as they gained insights during the course

of the workshop. .Some of the teaeters thought that they set_ 35
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their priorittoo nceurately in the heginnins of Phase I/ of

One teacher expanded his goals and planned to

their ori

establ ish a

the workshop. Others added priorities to ginal goals.

library in his classroom. He commented:

I have gained a new awareness of the importance of
reading in all areas of education. 1'am in the Process Of
setting up a corner library for studants in nY room.

All of the workshop participants in Phase II thou ght that

there was ample time to review the skills and competencies they

acquired during Phase I of the workshop. many of the teachers

stated that the practice in,actually designing the ins
,

tructional

tools they learned about in Phase I entailed them to better

understand what they had learned. gne Participant ohs erved:

Through actually designing teaching tools to deal
with specific reading needs of studee ts I was able .

tifully understand the value and application of the
techniques I learned in Phase I.

The teachers identified the develo Pmeot of instructional

tools for integrating.reading in their co ntent area aa one of

the most important outcOmes of the inserv ice training. As ooe-

teacher stated:

This workshop enabled me to review the basic instructional
tools we learned in the reading course. But most important
of all, we were given Valuable individual help in developing
these tools for use in our own classroom.

Another participant observed that the workshoP Provided

confidence with regard to the quality of the instruct ional

tools developed in the ttaining.

Although I consider myself a very conscientious .teacher,
I am certain I would never have accomplished 0 n MY own
as much.as I was able to do in this workshop. Even if
I had worked out a few guides; I would not have the
confidence in their effectiveness that I now have;

In summarizing the value of the workshop one participant

expressed the attitude of the teachers t inserviceaward the

training:

Over-all, I feelthaitthis werkshop has Provid ed me with
the most valuable practical help I have ever gain ed ffom
an "education" course.

--
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APP!NDIX I
ATTMVIR zwyerry

1. In tho secondary newel the tee-hing of
reading should be the reopen:Ability of
reading toachore on.LY.

,2. Zecondary.sphool teachcrs can teach
reeding effectivi;ly without apeciel univ-
ersity courmo in notho:io of tcaching
reading.

3. Th3 teaching of reading skills can be in-
ccrporatod into content area courses
vtthout interfering pith the major ob-
jectives of thooe colaroeo. N)

11 44y sg-Ciihdary school teacher who a3signs

5.

%ping should teach his or har etudente
hn to rend what is assigned.

Ulth rare exceptionel students should !mow
what there le to know about reading before
thoy are permitted to leave the elementary
school.

6. Only reMedial rea6ing should be necessary
in tho secondary school and that should be
done by remedial reading teachers in
epecial oldboes.

7. Teaching reading is a technical process
that secondary school teachers generally
know nothing about.

8. Seccndery'school teachers cannot teach
reeding 'without special material designed.
for that purpooe.

9. Teaching reading is a necesoary and
legitimate part-of teactling any content
courts in the secondary school.

10. Teaching reading takes all the fUn out of
teaching at tha secondary school level.

17. every secondary-school teacher should be
a teacher of reading.

12. At the secondary school levsl students
mat to learn content, not how to read.

13. Integrating tho teaching of reading with

)11
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1 2 3 4 5
the teaching of specific content can be as
7exciting for the content area teacher as
teaching content only.

14. Content area teachers in tho secondary 1 2 3 14 5
school are probably more compotent to teach
the reading skills needed for their sub-
jeots than special reading teachers.

3 9
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APPENDIX II

Form for Student Evaluation of the Study Guides

DIRECTIONS:: Read the statements carefully and check either "yes"

or "no". For each "no" please suggest improvemets

needed. You need not sign your name. Thank you for

your evaluation. It will be of help in improving

the study guide for future use.

Yes No

I. All questions were clearly stated.

Comment:

2. Ail words insthe questions were familiar tp Me.

Comment:

3. r found it easy to find the answers to the

Oestions in the text.

Umment:

4. The2vocabulary exercises helped me understand

the reading material..

,Comment:

5. The level of difficulty of the questions was

realistid.

Comment:

6. Did the study guide help you underStand the

assignment?

Comment:

7. What was'the most helpful part of the study guide tO you?

8. What do you feel should have been included that was not?

4 0



APPENDIX III

Teacher's Form for Evaluating Study Guides

o, rt W W
r-I 0 1-1- W
WC 4-1

W P 0 b0
O W W W ' c 0 0
P P P O P 0

W 0 T4 1-I 4.4

1. :The content analysis uncovered the most ct I

essential material. - 1 2 3 5
.

2. The directions were complete and clear. 1 2 3 4 5

3. The levels of questions were properly

differetiated. 1 2 3 4 5

4. The words used in the questions were

at a level comprehensible to students. 1 2 3 4 ,, 5

5. There was a sufficient number of

--questions. 1 2 3 4

6. The study guide identified the wordm,,the

students did not know., 1 2 3 4 5

7. The vocabulary-extension exerciselyere

designed so that the students could gain

1001*
an understanding of'the words without

over-uv of d dictionary. 1

8. There was slifficient variety in the way

the study guides were developed. 1 2

9. Assignments reflecLed different

learning styles. 1 2

10. The study guide encouraged active

involvement of the students. 1 2

11. The study guide encouraged positive

attitudes in the students. 1 2

12. The process analysis helped identify

the reading, listening, and discussion

activities necessary to acquire the

information. 1

13. The content analysis enabled me to

identify the most important subject

matter to.teach.

14. Study guides enabled the students to be

more independently successful readers

than they would have been without study

guides.
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15. Identify the three (3) strongest features of the study guide: -

16. Identify the three (3) weakest features of the study guide:

4 2


